Man
Can
Ran
Get
Wet
Let
Met
Run
• Fun
• Sun
• Bun
• Red
• Ant
• Bed
• Fed
• Did
Sad
Glad
Hug
Jug
Rug
Tell
Fell
Bell
• Well
• Tin
• Win
• Pet
• Set
• Let
• Top
• Ill
Lamp
Camp
Rent
Spend
Stamp
String
Wing
Swing
West
Skin
Rock
Clock
Blunt
Seed
Bleed
Hang
Sang
Pick
Brick
Brush
Thank
Just
Save
Shell
Drive
Brave
Safe
Stood
Hunter
Baker
Driver
. Team
. Steam
. Scream
. Shave
. Grave
. Front
. Month
. Wonder
• Shape
• Paying
• Staying
• Sudden
• Close
• Plain
• Obtain
• Thunder
Struck
Spoil
Noise
Moment
Rainbow
Pocket
Money
Button
• Light
• Sight
• Might
• Print
• Needle
• Silver
• Shock
• Longer
- Manage
- Package
- Postage
- Remind
- Respond
- Notice
- Police
- Import
Perfect
Kitchen
Artist
Enjoyed
Beneath
Grammar
Colour
Favourite
. Drawer
. Allowed
. Destroy
. Describe
. Sparkle
. Humble
. Confess
. Consider
. Devote
. Increase
. Education
. Splendid
. Furniture
. Departure
. Disappear
. Usually
- Personal
- Festival
- Removal
- Declare
- Decrease
- Portion
- Majority
- Engineer
- Conclude
- Preferred
- Grateful
- Convince
- Delicate
- Average
- Baggage
- Student
Confident
Therefore
Continent
Skeleton
Conferred
Nervous
Objection
Miserable